
Production Note

"Chaos is the materia prima, the field of all possibilities"…

The Chaøs Chrønicles is a work focusing on nomadism, the outcome of over 10 years of 
travelling around the globe. Wandering through temporary autonomous zones, a quest at the 
frontiers of the arts, a look at sociology and anthroplogy, but foremost the Chaøs Chrønicles 
project is an observation and testimony of  a turbulent era, the world under captivating 
perturbations which will mark history with uncertainty.

It is a father and daughter road movie , punctuated with hazardous and unimaginable 
encounters.

A/ The format

The idea is to create a series of  documentaries whose format is still yet to be determined  
mapping all parts of the world: US Cøast to Cøast & Central America have already been filmed, 
we are currently working on Japan (from Hiroshima to Fukushima), Australia and new  Zealand 
as well as the Balkans.

Each part is undertaken according to our travel opportunities and relative needs in coherence 
with the project.

We estimate that 10 parts will be necessary.

We hope to conclude the project with a 90 minute feature film, summing up and tracing back on 
the project's history and evolution through our personal experience.

The project will be accompanied by a book, a collection of  photographs taken during the travels 
and a series of exhibition. The project may also serve as discussion topic for eventual debates 
or any related events which can be held in cinema schools, art or sociology institutions. We 
have already been approached by such organisms.

The blog, which is at the root of this project, is the central point. It is its window  and gives a 
global view, but it is also a point of focus for reflection on Chaos and the various mutations our 
world is going through. It contains The Manifesto and many other texts written specially for this 
platform as well as numerous references.

We update the blog on a regular basis with photos taken during the various stages of our trips, 
uploaded and presented in a chronological order along with all the newest information 
concerning the project.

The entire project is elaborated in french, english and spanish. All the communication is carried 
out in these three languages.
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B/ Filming

I embarked on this adventure with my daughter Mayliss who was 16 at the time of  our first trip 
for this project. She is in charge of  the photography and also filmed some of the images. She is 
handling the log book as well as managing the datas and updating the blog.

We were equipped with small HD filming gear and sound recording material.

We usually travel and film for six weeks at a time, often moving about by rental car or bus, 
sleeping at the houses of people we meet on the road or that we know  already or who simply 
support the project.

Our budget for each trip is of  approximately 10 000$. This includes airfare which is around 
1000$ per ticket (2000$ for the both of us). We estimate our daily costs at about 100$ to cover 
food, taxi or other means of transportation as well as basic needs purchases (5000$). The rest 
(approximately 3000$) is used for car rental and accommodation when necessary, purchasing 
material such as external drive to back up datas, batteries, memory cards and lastly health 
insurances. This estimation is calculated on the basis of previous travels. 

C/ The team

Upon returning from filming the first part (America coast to coast) a good friend and movie 
director Luc Serrano joined our team, helping us with the project and its elaboration. With his 
help we layout our ideas and the project takes on a better shape. Designating him as our artistic 
director, he makes our initial teaser and is responsible for the first steps of post production.

We also began working with Stef  Bloc (Stitch Production) who did the editing of “US Cøast to 
Cøast” trailer’s and Loic Mabily who did the editing of “Central America” trailer’s. 

As for the narrative, i also began collaborating with long time friend and writer tarik Noui, whom i 
have had the opportunity to work with on previous occasions. extremely talented he is the 
author of several novels, plays, has had many radio shows and worked on numerous movie 
scenarios.
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D/ Les besoins

-Post production :

We are looking for funding in order to put together the first two parts that have already been 
filmed and also finance the editing of the upcoming new  material  as well as the creation of new 
teasers. Luc Serrano will be in charge of post production and special effects when necessary.

The narrative needs to be written as well as some texts which will accompany other supports. I 
would like to continue working with Tarik Noui on the narration,  to put us as characters of  the 
story which evolves with each travel.

We must acquire the copyrights of some of the music we wish to use and possibly create some 
as well. We also have to record the voice over, add the sound effects and edit each part in its 
final form.

We are looking for a distribution network for the movie.

We are also looking for an editor who would be interested in publishing the photographs and 
texts that accompany the project.

We are seeking events or venues interested in presenting photo exhibitions, projections or hold 
talks and debates on the Chronicles.

-Pre production - upcoming sequences :

We working on and additional 8 sequences, using all our datas to make the documentary, the 
full length film, the book, the images and texts that are uploaded on the blog, we are therefore 
seeking financial help to pursue this project. 

As well as the financial support we also need contacts and logistic help in the different countries 
we visit (mainly means of  transportation and accommodation) and information on current events 
not to be missed.

In order to better focus on the creative aspect of the project we are seeking a structure or 
organism that could finance pre and post production, take care of  the distribution of the film and 
gather aids from organisms such as the CNC (centre national du cinema)
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-Part I : US Cøast to Cøast - october 4 til november 20 – 2011

I took the opportunity of Mario Barth's invitation to Las Vegas in september 2011 to take the leap 
for this coast to coast trip. Mario Barth, a good friend, made his fortune in the tattoo industry.  
Equipped with a canon 5D and 2 canon G12 as back up, i began this journey with my daughter 
Mayliss who was to celebrate her 16th birthday upon arrival in New  York. To embark on this 
journey with her seemed important, to confront our two different point of views and the 
paradoxes ensued was crucial.

She was in charge of all the photographs that would feed the blog which helped us find the 
funds to continue our adventure. We left with barely 1200$ in our pockets and a rental car for 
which we had to pay for upon arrival at our last destination. Without any plans and hardly a 
glance at a map the journey proves to be initiatory. 

Wandering. Adventure. We had estimated 4000 km in 4 weeks on the road. It took us 6 and 12 
000 km! This adventure became a quest for the american dream which imposed itself upon us.

LasVegas-Death Valley Jonction-Darwin-Troja-Los Angeles-Fullerton-Palm Springs-San Diego-
Tijuana-Tucson-Arcosanti-Red Rock Canoyn-Flagstaff-Grand Canon Village- Wislo-Gallup-
Albuquerque-Santa Fe-Fonte Vista-White River National Park-Woody Creek-Little Woody 
Creek-Aspen-Biena Vista-White Sand Nat. Park-Roswell-Lubbock-Forth Worth-Dallas-Waco-
Houston-Kountze-Woodville-Baton Rouge-New Orleans-Slidell-Laurel-Mendehall-Jackson-
Memphis-Waverly-Nashville-Nolenville-Louisville-Lynchburg-Tullahoma-Watertown-
Elisabethtown-Chicago-Detroit-London (canada)-Washington-Philadelphia-New York...
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The list of cities visited is long, the red marker line of our trajectory impressive, but what is 
interesting is what lies within the interstice of this line, traced by our a priori certitudes.

We discover America on its knees, flirting with its own image, torn between hope and despair, 
clutching onto its dreams and flag to better reassure itself. It has been the magnifying glass of 
the occident for so long but the collapsing of its twin towers has become the emblematic symbol 
of its fall.

"White trash beautiful" of  Everlast sets the tempo of our voyage and Bobby mc Ferrin’s "don't 
worry be happy" the over all mood. Led by our desires and encounters, we are free as the wind.

We often sleep in the car or on a couch when our search on the internet for a willing host is 
fruitful. Unfortunately "couch surfing" isn't as promising as we had hoped but still enables us to 
make some of the most interesting connections of this trip. We sometimes negotiate the use of 
a shower with Motel maids where we often find ourselves spending the night in their parking or 
for a quick internet connections. 

We upload the first images on the blog and on www.Ulule.com in order to find sufficient funds. 
We got most of  the sponsoring from Mario Barth who granted us 3000$, without them this trip 
would not have been possible. Other supporter also contributed to the project and helped us 
finish the journey.
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Partie II : Central America - August 28 til October 10 2012

Following our return from the United States, we found ourselves in Japan which was supposed 
to be the second part of our Chronicles; From Hiroshima to Fukushima. Insufficient funds and 
therefore lack of  time, consequently made us postpone thorough filming of this segment but we 
nevertheless captured some images, did some photography and carried out interviews.

           

            

Coincidence led us to a completely different part of the planet…Central America

Sometime in the month of july many opportunities arose. First an invitation to perform and give a 
conference in Caracas (Venezuela) which was canceled due to unstable economical climate, 
then two other invitations to participate to events to be held in Guadalajara (Mexico) and san 
Jose (Costa Rica) for which i gave lectures and performed in exchange for our airfare.

We have 6 weeks from our arrival until our departure date. Our journey brining us from one end 
to the other of this transitory space nestled in between the 2 americas. 

Enough time to go deeper into the Chronicles

For this trip I was equipped with an Olympus OM-D, much smaller than the Canon 5D and a 
higher performance then the Canon G12 allowing me more discretion but still be able to film in 
full HD.
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I was able to add Guatemala, Salvador, Nicaragua and Honduras to the list of countries to visit 
by contacting existing contacts i had. Even though we were familiar with Mexico as we had gone 
there previously some of  the cities we added could potentially be quite dangerous without 
thorough preparation. 

Beyond all our expectations, between discovering places where its inhabitants are often 
forgotten by the rest of the world if not to be only reduced to clichés, between initiation rituals 
and grown ups playing like children with often somewhere hidden a loaded weapon, this trip 
was most of all a huge lesson.

We put up the project on Ulule a few  days after our arrival et uploaded our photos as we went 
along. We were able to raise 4000$ but it took us 4 weeks to obtain it.
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The fact that we arrived in Guadalajara with only 30$ in our pockets, 5 countries to cross and a 
6 week deadline could have been a big obstacle, but it turned out to be our main driving force 
and the pretext for all our encounters…
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